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In the majority of the cases associated with radioactive contamination of the en-
vironment, forest and lake ecosystems as natural filters and radionuclide storages
relate to critical ecosystems. These two types of natural ecosystems as well as
meadow prevail in the areas where NPP are located. To solve the entire complex
of radioecological problems, the authors have developed the models for 137Cs and
90Sr migration in forest ecosystems that take into account the transformation pro-
cesses of 137Cs and 90Sr in a soil-litter system, age- and season-specific dynamics
for the tree layer and seasonal biomass changes in the understory, as well as ra-
dionuclide entering into food chains. A mathematical model for the migration of
varied kinds of admixtures is developed and enhanced on the pattern of the 90Sr,
106Ru, 125Sb, 137Cs, 144Ce radioactive micro-admixture in lake ecosystems. The
model takes into account the fact that micro-admixture withdraws out of the wa-
ter both as a result of molecular/ ion-exchanging sorption on the boundary of the
bottom sediments/ water layer and as a result of the detritus-forming process.
When describing a vertical radionuclide migration in bottom sediments through a
diffusion equation, the increase in the bottom sediment layer is considered. The
authors have developed the mathematical models describing a long-term behavior
of 90Sr and 137Cs in meadow ecosystems and taking into account basic processes
that define the 90Sr and 137Cs biological accessibility for root absorption as well
as the transformation processes in soil. For the assessment of biological effects of a
radiation factor on the biota, a complex of dosimeter models is developed to eval-
uate the internal/ external doses to biota taking into account different geometry
of the exposure source of ionizing radiation.
The represented mathematical models were successfully used during an environ-
mental expertise performed for a number of Russian NPP and also when assessing
environmental effects from the implementation of countermeasures in the Mayak
facility region, as well as the effects of radioactive contamination in the Bryansk
Region resulted from the Chernobyl accident.
The complex of mathematical migration and dosimeter models developed by the
authors may be used to solve theoretical or applied radioecological issues with re-
gard to the investigation of radionuclide behavior peculiarities in different ecosys-
tems, as well as the evaluation of radiation impacts on organisms, populations or
entire ecosystems. Besides, the models can be parameterized for specific forest/
water/ meadow ecosystems in varied situations associated with nuclear pollution
of environment.
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